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Fausti has been manufacturing hunting and competition shotguns
with great care and passion since 1948 combining century old traditions
with progress and modern technology.
Fausti over under and side by side shotguns are designed to meet
the specific needs of very demanding hunters and shooters.
They can also become true collector pieces whit technical and aesthetic
features which represent a milestone in time. The company was founded
by Stefano Fausti and is run by his three daughters Elena, Giovanna and
Barbara.

®

Fausti UK has been set up to give the UK, existing clientele and new
clients a service to support with any enquiries. As the clients are growing
in numbers in the UK Fausti want to give their clients the best service
possible and by having Fausti UK will help achieve an excellent service.
Our office/ gun room is located in North Yorkshire near some of the best
game shooting and country side in the UK where you are welcome to
visit by prior appointment.
Fausti will also be attending more events in the UK which will be listed
on:www.faustiarms.com web site where you will be able to meet a
member of the Fausti family who are passionate for customer satisfaction
and their shotguns.
Barbara
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DEA

The DEA series, built with love and attention to details, have a soul unlike any
other gun. They feature beautiful, slim and proportioned lines and are very
elegant and appealing. The wood to metal fit of stock to action as well as forend
is very nicely executed, in a way that is typical only of more expensive guns.
As a matter of fact, side by side shotguns and hunting always go hand in hand
in every one’s imagination and real passionate are often called “the doubles”
an over simplification but definitely a very effective one.
The gun comes in either color case or coin finish.

DEA SLX

The DEA SLX side-by-side shotgun was specifically designed for very demanding customers
and it fears no competition. True connoisseurs will identify themselves with the combination
of the best technical features and ballistic precision - made possible by its construction from
solid blocks of material - and the uniquely beautiful lines. The ample engraving coverage
with game scene on the low profile side plates gives the most traditional of all hunting
firearms an aura of classical beauty.

MAGNIFICENT Field

The new Fausti hunting and competition over and under shotgun has been made for
the passionate who enjoys both clay and shooting game. The “MAGNIFICENT” reveals
the Master Engravers soul with a new tri-dimensional engraving design.
The deeply sculpted engraving is made possible via use of state of the art laser technology.
The new Fausti hunting and competition over and under shotgun finds its stylistic roots in
the Italian Renaissance. And the name comes from history itself: the “MAGNIFICENT”.
A series of extremely accurate and strong shotguns ensuring the highest level of
performance, reliability easy aiming and durability.

CLASS RD

With their valuable roundish lines, the round body “CLASS RD” shotguns are the results of
a long and continuous research and designing efforts aimed at creating top quality sporting guns.
CLASS RD stand out from the previous models in the fact that it has a truly round receiver: it is not
a normal, standard hand-rounded receiver, as is seen more and more often nowadays, but rather one
that comes out directly from the Fausti shops’ modern CNC machines with its characteristic round
shape. Fausti CLASS RD has a specific scaled frame from 16 to 28ga. The .410 is made on a 28 round
frame. It features coin or color case finishing, pierced top lever, round pistol grip,
Scottish checkering, tasteful engraving hand finished and signed by the author

APHRODITE

The model “APHRODITE” comes in 12, 20 and 28ga as well as. 410 bore in either
traditional hunting or sporting configurations. Barrels are available in different lengths
– from short 63.5-cm- hunting barrels with fixed chokes to 76-cm long sporting barrels
with interchangeable choke tubes. Our long forcing cones and innovative internal
geometry reduce recoil and improve ballistic performance.
The “APHRODITE” features the spectacular handling characteristics and balance
typical of all FAUSTI guns. Most importantly, its stock dimensions of drop and cast,
the Montecarlo grip, trigger pull length and pad allow women to shoot it in a very
natural way. No detail is ever neglected.

Specifically for Women

CLASS RDX

FAUSTI is returning to the international scenes with a new, prestigious hunting O/U shotgun called
CLASS RDX. CLASS RDX is a high-quality, elegant O/U shotgun built around a new round-body action
with a particularly low and slim profile. As a matter of fact, the round body action on CLASS RDX
was specifically re-designed in size and shape by the designers and engineers at FAUSTI to produce an action
profile typical of best guns, without neglecting strength and reliability. The round body action is machined
from a solid block of forged steel, hardened and tempered and comes with the patented “Four locks”
mechanism. The stock in select walnut features a round pistol grip, new checkering and a rubber recoil pad.
The ornamental scroll engraving executed with very deep laser cutting technique by “Atelier Cellini”
is definitely worth mentioning. CLASS RDX comes standard with either traditional color case hardening
or silver coin finish.

XF 4

FAUSTI is coming back to the international arena with the XF4, a new and prestigious
proposal for the world of competition.
The XF4 is a true “outsider”, a round body over and under shotgun ready to change the
unspoken rules of competition by giving each shooter the chance to compete in every
discipline - from Sporting to Skeet, Bunker and Helice – with a dedicated shotgun
of unparalleled quality and elegance: a combination that is difficult to find on the racks
of a shooting club.

MAGNIFICENT Sporting

The MAGNIFICENT SPORTING model is a perfectly balanced gun. Its barrels feature long forcing
cones, oversize bore, a 10-mm top rib with competition front bead, five high-performance Fausti choke
tubes studied for Sporting Clay. The gun is designed and built to go the distance. The receiver is oversized
to add weight where needed and reduce felt recoil. The MAGNIFICENT SPORTING comes with
a regular stock finished off with a special rubber recoil pad. An adjustable comb stock is available
at request. The performance and features of the MAGNIFICENT will surprise you not only in the 12 ga.
version but also in 20-28 and .410 bore. It was indeed a MAGNIFICENT .410 bore that won the first
Italian championship for small bores against a very intense competition.

DEA EXPRESS

DEA EXPRESS is the side by side rifle FAUSTI gun makers have specifically
designed with driven hunters in mind. This rifle incorporates all the elements
FAUSTI has made their own over the years such as reliability, elegance,
ease of handling as well as the appeal and fascination of a time long gone.
Light in weight at approximately 3 kg and perfect balance make this firearm
your perfect companion on a big game driven hunt. Excellent performance
and ease of use are what you want on a wild boar driven hunt.

- 8x57JRS
- 9,3X74R
- 30R Blaser
- 30.06
- 270W
- 308W
- 243W
- 7X57R
- .444 MARLIN
- .45-70 US GOV.

CLASS EXPRESS

The new CLASS EXPRESS over and under rifle by Fausti is purpose-built for timber stalking and driven
hunting. The timeless appeal of this rifle meets with total reliability, easy handling and elegance.
The low profile action allows for quick pointing and comes in coin or color case finish. The CLASS rifle
is a great value for a production double rifle. It is embellished by a balanced and fine deep chiseled
engraving executed by laser and features wonderful clean lines and an overall positive simplicity.
It is essential and beautiful at the same time with the utmost attention paid to even the smallest detail.

- 8x57JRS
- 9,3X74R
- 30R Blaser
- 30.06
- 270W
- 308W
- 243W
- 6,5X55
- 6,5X57R
- 7X57R
- .444 MARLIN
- .45-70 US GOV.

Fausti Gun Cases

Fausti Basic Winning Features
Fausti basic side by side winning features:
• Specially engineered scaled frame
• Action bodies, trigger guard, monoblock, forend iron, machined out of forged ingots, top lever
and all the mechanism parts, ejectors included, are worked from a solid piece of special
construction steel, not cast techniques
• Low and slender box-lock profile action body , featuring a reliable A&D modified mechanism
system.
• Coin or color case finishing, ultimate laser tasteful engraving technology
• Flat “V” main springs
• Double locking mechanism
• Special three alloyed steel barrel
• Chrome lined chambers and bores
• Long connection cones for recoil dumping
• Exclusive high performances Fausti chokes
• Patented ejector system featuring a non-rotary system
• Traditional flat game rib
• Selected Turkish walnut woods, oil finish, fine laser checkering with double grip pattern
• All Fausti shotguns undergo the 1320 bars high-pressure test at the Italian National proof-house.
• Abs Case

Fausti basic over/under winning features:
• Specially engineered scaled frame
• Action bodies, trigger guard, monoblock, forend iron, machined out of forged ingots.
All the mechanism main parts are worked from a solid piece of special construction steel.
• Low and slender box-lock profile action body , internal mechanism, rebounding hammers
for a gun safer and smooth to open
• Coin or color case finishing, ultimate laser tasteful engraving technology
• Selected safety
• The best locking system with a single oversize block on double lugs
• Coil main spring assembly
• An elegant elongated “auget” ensures the smooth release of the forend
• Special three alloyed steel barrel
• Chrome lined chambers and bore
• Exclusive high performances Fausti chokes
• Long stroke automatic ejector
• Checkering and ventilated upper rib with anti-flare finishing
• Selected Turkish walnut woods, oil finish, fine laser checkering with double grip pattern
• All Fausti shotguns undergo the 1320 bars high-pressure test at the Italian National proof-house.
• Abs Case
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The Company reserves the right to make changes to the pictures
and specifications of its catalogues, brochures etc, that are not binding
in any moment, at its discretion and without notice.
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